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Abstract
Background: Transcription factors (TFs) and histone modifications (HMs) play critical roles in gene expression by
regulating mRNA transcription. Modelling frameworks have been developed to integrate high-throughput omics
data, with the aim of elucidating the regulatory logic that results from the interactions of DNA, TFs and HMs. These
models have yielded an unexpected and poorly understood result: that TFs and HMs are statistically redundant in
explaining mRNA transcript abundance at a genome-wide level.
Results: We constructed predictive models of gene expression by integrating RNA-sequencing, TF and HM
chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing and DNase I hypersensitivity data for two mammalian cell types. All
models identified genome-wide statistical redundancy both within and between TFs and HMs, as previously reported.
To investigate potential explanations, groups of genes were constructed for ontology-classified biological processes.
Predictive models were constructed for each process to explore the distribution of statistical redundancy. We found
significant variation in the predictive capacity of TFs and HMs across these processes and demonstrated the predictive
power of HMs to be inversely proportional to process enrichment for housekeeping genes.
Conclusions: It is well established that the roles played by TFs and HMs are not functionally redundant. Instead, we
attribute the statistical redundancy reported in this and previous genome-wide modelling studies to the
heterogeneous distribution of HMs across chromatin domains. Furthermore, we conclude that statistical redundancy
between individual TFs can be readily explained by nucleosome-mediated cooperative binding. This could possibly
help the cell confer regulatory robustness by rejecting signalling noise and allowing control via multiple pathways.
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Background
A critical challenge in molecular biology is understand-
ing the biological mechanisms underlying precise spa-
tiotemporal regulation of gene expression in mammals.
Significant regulation is known to occur at the level
of transcriptional initiation and elongation [1], through
the combinatorial interactions of transcription factors
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(TFs) [2,3] and histone modifications (HMs) [4,5]. By
binding to specific DNA motifs, activator or repressor
TFs regulate the recruitment and behaviour of RNA
polymerase II (RNAP-II). Direct interactions between
TFs and the transcription pre-initiation complex require
genomic proximity to the transcription start site (TSS) or
higher-order chromatin looping [6], corresponding with
TF-binding motifs in the promoter or enhancer/silencer
regions respectively [2,7]. Post-translational modifications
of the amino-termini of nucleosomal histones are also
known to regulate transcription [8,9] by either modulat-
ing the local chromatin structure to control TF acces-
sibility [4] or directly recruiting chromatin remodellers
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and other related enzymes [10]. Altered gene expression
caused by abnormalities in TF or HM patterns has been
directly associated with hundreds of human diseases [3],
including leukaemia [11], prostate cancer [12] and various
developmental, autoimmune, neurological, inflammatory
and neoplastic disorders [13].
The complex relationship between TFs and HMs is still
largely unexplored. Statistical models have recently been
developed to integrate high-throughput omics data with
the aim of understanding the regulatory logic that fol-
lows from these interactions (recently reviewed in [14]).
These models demonstrated that TFs and HMs are accu-
rate predictors of mRNA transcript abundance in several
organisms and cell types. However, the utility of this
data-driven framework is not the ability to predict gene
expression, but rather the insights that can be gained
from investigating the putative regulatory interactions
captured by an accurate model. A recent study showed
that models constructed from position weight matrix-
predicted TF binding, when combined with a tissue-
specific H3K4me3 prior, yield similar prediction accuracy
to models constructed from actual chromatin immuno-
precipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) data [15]. Further-
more, a principal component analysis of these models was
able to extract correctly the established regulatory roles
(i.e., activator or repressor) of 20 TFs and HMs in mouse
embryonic stem cells (mESCs) [14].
In addition to providing a powerful explorative frame-
work, predictive modelling of gene expression has yielded
an unexpected and previously unexplained result: that TFs
and HMs are statistically redundant in explaining mRNA
transcript abundance at a genome-wide level. Moreover,
redundancy has been identified both within and between
TFs and HMs in mESCs [16], to the extent that a single
TF (E2f1) is almost as informative as a panel of 20 TFs
andHMswith well-established regulatory roles [15]. Here,
statistical redundancy equates to two variables providing
equivalent information (e.g., due to being strongly corre-
lated), and it is important to appreciate that this does not
necessarily imply functional redundancy (i.e., removing
either element does not affect gene expression). Assum-
ing the existence of functional redundancy between TFs
and HMs outwardly contradicts our understanding of
transcriptional regulation, in which TFs and HMs play
complementary yet distinct roles in RNAP-II recruitment
and elongation.
In this study, we investigate the fundamental cause of
the statistical redundancy within and between TFs and
HMs. First, we validate the robustness of previous find-
ings by constructing genome-wide predictive models for
different mammalian cell types and modelling algorithms.
We confirm that TFs and HMs are both predictive of gene
expression (measured by mRNA transcript abundance)
and statistically redundant at a genome-wide level. Our
analysis was extended by constructing individual models
for thousands of ontology-classified biological processes.
By diverging from previous genome-wide analyses, we
identify significant variance in the distribution of statisti-
cal redundancy across these processes, which we attribute
to regions of open nucleosome-sparse chromatin main-
tained by the activity of boundary proteins and enriched
for housekeeping genes. Finally, we discuss several impli-
cations of our findings and how they contribute to the
overall understanding of regulatory logic in mammalian
systems.
Results and discussion
Transcription factors and histone modifications are
predictive of mRNA transcript abundance
As TFs and HMs are known to play critical roles in regu-
lating transcription, accurate predictive models of mRNA
transcript abundance have been constructed from corre-
sponding ChIP-seq binding data for various organisms,
cell types and modelling techniques [14,17-19]. To val-
idate the robustness of these findings, we constructed
both log-linear and support vector regression (SVR) mod-
els for two mammalian cell types: mESCs and human
lymphoblastoids (GM12878).
Table 1 presents the prediction accuracy of log-linear
and SVR models constructed from three sets of data:
TF binding (TF), HM and DNase-I hypersensitivity
(HM+DNase; both proxies for chromatin accessibility)
and the concatenation of both (TF+HM+DNase). The
proportion of transcript abundance variation explained by
each model (adjusted R2) was calculated using a tenfold
cross-validation [20], with the presented adjusted R2 val-
ues capturing the mean and standard deviation of these
folds. The relationship between measured and predicted
mRNA transcript abundance is visualised in Additional
file 1: Figure S1 and Additional file 2: Figure S2 for mESCs
and GM12878 cells, respectively.




Log-linear regression 0.58 (0.01) 0.62 (0.01) 0.68 (0.01)
Support vector regression 0.64 (0.02) 0.67 (0.01) 0.70 (0.01)
GM12878
Log-linear regression 0.33 (0.01) 0.42 (0.01) 0.43 (0.01)
Support vector regression 0.39 (0.01) 0.45 (0.01) 0.46 (0.01)
Three sets of ChIP-seq input data were considered: TF binding (TF), HM and
DNase-I hypersensitivity (HM+DNase) and the concatenation of both
(TF+HM+DNase). Prediction accuracy is based on tenfold cross-validation
adjusted R2, reported as the mean and standard deviation of the ten folds.
ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipitation; HM, histone modification; mESC, mouse
embryonic stem cell; seq, sequencing; TF, transcription factor.
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It is evident that small sets of TFs, HMs and DNase are
predictive of genome-wide mRNA transcript abundance
in mESCs, as reported in previous studies [18]. We have
further demonstrated that these results extend to differ-
ent mammalian cell types and are robust against algo-
rithm selection. As support vector regression (SVR) yields
minimal improvement despite a two-order-of-magnitude
increase in required CPU time, only log-linear regression
is applied throughout the remainder of this study.
Transcription factors and histone modifications are less
predictive of mRNA transcript abundance in differentiated
cells
Our results reveal that models of transcriptional reg-
ulation in GM12878 cells are less accurate than those
constructed for mESCs. To ensure that this does not
simply reflect the different proportion of zero-expression
genes in the GM12878 and mESC data, we constructed
log-linear regression models considering only genes with
R/FPKM(fragments per kilobase per million)-normalised
transcript abundance >0. These models yielded an average
reduction in adjusted R2 prediction accuracy of 58% and
7% for GM12878 and mESC, respectively (not shown),
excluding a high proportion of zero-expression genes in
the differentiated GM12878 cell line as the underlying
cause of the observed performance gap. The removal of
these genes also adversely affected subsequent analysis
(not shown), as much of the information used to eluci-
date the silencing roles of some regulatory elements (e.g.,
H3K9me3 and H3K27me3) is lost.
One explanation for the performance gap between
mESC and GM12878 models may be the selection of
individual TFs, which vary between cell types. The 12
TFs selected for mESCs (see Table 2) are known to play
important regulatory roles specific to embryonic stem cell
biology; i.e., as self-renewal regulators and pluripotency
reprogramming factors [21,22]. Initial differentiation of
embryonic stem cells involves silencing of these TFs and
activation of developmental regulators [23,24], necessitat-
ing the selection of alternate TFs for GM12878 modelling.
Although the 11 GM12878 TFs chosen are known to
play key roles (see Table 2) in regulating various cellular,
metabolic and development processes [3], it is possible
that they represent a smaller fraction of the key regulators
than the 12 considered for mESCs (in which regulatory
logic is better characterised).
A more likely explanation for the performance gap
between predictive models for embryonic stem versus dif-
ferentiated cells is the increasing heterogeneity in regula-
tory mechanisms following differentiation. In embryonic
stem cells, themajority of gene promoters containing CpG
(dinucleotide) islands are characterised by H3K4me3-
bearing nucleosomes. Many of these genes are main-
tained in a bivalent state with the inherently antagonistic
Table 2 Musmusculus (embryonic stem cell) data
Data type Data source Notes




Consider only most 5′-located TSS
for each gene
TF ChIP-seq [21,28] E2f1, Esrrb, Klf4, c-Myc, n-Myc,
Nanog, Oct4, Smad1, Sox2, Stat3,
Tcfcp2l1 and Zfx
HM ChIP-seq [29-31] H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3,
H3K9me3, H4K20me3, H3K27me3
and H3K36me3
DNase-seq [15,32] DNase I hypersensitivity
Gene
ontology
[33,34] GOC validation date: 15 November
2013
Structure from GO.db R package
Housekeeping
annotations
[35] 3,689 orthologs inferred from the
MGI human-mouse homology
Genes corresponding with haplotype variants, unmapped contig regions and
low confidence RNA-seq mappings were removed, resulting in a set of 17,517
genes for analysis. Pre-processed RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data and mapped
DNase I hypersensitivity in mESCs are available online [15,32].
ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipitation; GOC, Gene Ontology Consortium; HM,
histone modification; MGI, Mouse Genome Informatics; seq, sequencing; TF,
transcription factor; TSS, transcription start site; RPKM, reads per kilobase per
million.
H3K27me3 repressive mark; these genes are expressed
only at low levels, but are poised for rapid transition
to active or silenced states in response to differentia-
tion signals or other extracellular stimuli [36]. Accord-
ingly, the genome-wide correlation between H3K4me3
and H3K27me3 in mESCs is very high (Pearson’s r = 0.78
versus −0.20 in GM12878, not shown).
Lineage-specific gene expression programs exhibit
far less regulatory homogeneity; e.g., many genes are
silenced by H3K27me3/polycomb-mediated facultative
heterochromatinisation, whereas others are silenced by
H3K9me3/HP1-mediated constitutive heterochromatini-
sation and subsequent DNA methylation. Synergistic and
conditional relationships become more widespread (e.g.,
H3K4me3 is positively associated with expression only
in the absence of H3K27me3), limiting the effectiveness
of regression models only able to capture additive and
simple-multiplicative relationships.
Future predictive modelling studies of differentiated
cells could integrate information for the H2A.Z histone
variant (not assayed), which is critical for maintaining
metastable equilibrium between antagonistic H3K4me3
and H3K27me3 [37,38], and could therefore be used to
classify genes subject to different regulatory logic.
Individual transcription factors are statistically redundant
for predicting mRNA transcript abundance
Functional redundancy between individual TFs has pre-
viously been observed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [5]
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and Drosophila melanogaster [19] and proposed as an
important mechanism in eukaryotes [2]. To investigate
the existence of similar redundancy within mammalian
TFs and HMs, log-linear regression models of genome-
wide mRNA transcript abundance were constructed for
all combinations of n TFs andm HMs and DNase consid-
ered in this study. Figure 1(a,b) demonstrates the adjusted
R2 distributions for these 4,095 mESC TF models and
255mESCHM+DNasemodels respectively, with themin-
imum and maximum prediction accuracies for each n
and m connected by the blue and red curves. The cor-
responding results for GM12878 models are presented in
Figure 1(c,d).
Although models constructed from greater numbers of
regulatory elements generally yielded improved predic-
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Figure 1 Statistical redundancy within TFs and HMs in predicting genome-wide mRNA transcript abundance. (a,b)mESCs and (c,d)
GM12878 cells. Adjusted R2 distributions of the log-linear regression models for all combinations of n TFs (a,c) andm HMs and DNase (b,d). The
minimum and maximum prediction accuracies for each n andm are connected by the blue and red curves, respectively. Although models
constructed from more regulatory elements generally yielded improved prediction accuracy, the rapidly diminishing improvement when adding
additional elements to the model suggests significant statistical redundancy within TFs and HMs. It is important to note that statistical redundancy
does not necessarily imply functional redundancy. HM, histone modification; TF, transcription factor.
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for values of n orm greater than 4. This is particularly evi-
dent for mESC TFmodels; despite all 12 TFs being known
to play key roles in mESC biology [21], a model con-
structed from E2f1 data alone yielded equivalent mRNA
transcript abundance prediction accuracy (adjusted R2 =
0.57) as a model integrating all 12 (adjusted R2 = 0.59).
The most predictive TFs (E2f1, c-Myc, n-Myc and Zfx)
were those known to localise preferentially to promoter
regions (e.g., E2f1 was found to bind to more than
60% of mESC promoters), whereas the least predictive
TFs (Smad1 and Stat3) bind further from the TSS (e.g.,
Smad1 was found to bind to less than 3% of mESC
promoters).
Previous studies have demonstrated that many TFs
(including E2f1 and Oct4) do not require the presence
of a consensus motif to bind in vivo, but rather may be
recruited to the promoter with the assistance of other
bound TFs [39,40]. These results may partially explain
the observed statistical redundancy between mammalian
TFs; i.e., if one TF is necessary for the recruitment of
another, these TFs will provide similar predictive informa-
tion regarding the regulatory state despite their distinct
functional roles. It should be noted that this is dis-
tinct from functional redundancy; i.e., it does not imply
the removal of any individual TF would not affect gene
expression. It has previously been proposed that the paral-
lel deployment of cooperatively boundTFs confers robust-
ness to gene expression, both allowing the regulatory state
of a gene to reject signalling noise and providing con-
trol through activation or inhibition of multiple signalling
pathways [41].
Transcription factors and histone modifications provide
equivalent information regarding genome-wide
transcriptional regulation
In Table 1, we present the prediction accuracy of log-
linear and SVR models constructed from three sets
of data: TF binding (TF), HM and DNase-I hyper-
sensitivity (HM+DNase) and the concatenation of both
(TF+HM+DNase). In addition to the findings described
earlier, it is apparent that the TF+HM+DNase models
perform only marginally better than those constructed
from TF or HM+DNase data alone, irrespective of
algorithm or cell type. Although TFs and HMs inde-
pendently provide significant information regarding tran-
scriptional regulation, it appears that they provide the
same information and are therefore statistically redun-
dant. To quantify this phenomenon, we performed a
partial correlation analysis by calculating the correlation
between genome-wide transcript abundance prediction
residuals for TF and HM+DNase models [42]. The resid-
uals were found to be highly correlated (Pearson’s r > 0.8
for both mESCs and GM12878 cells, not shown), indicat-
ing a significant degree of association between the TF and
HM+DNase data. These results (previously identified for
mESCs [15,16]) outwardly contradict our understanding
of transcriptional regulation, in which TFs and HMs play
complementary yet distinct roles in RNAP-II recruitment
and elongation.
Prediction of transcript abundance for genes grouped by
biological process suggests a more heterogeneous role for
transcription factors and histone modifications
To investigate the source of statistical redundancy
between TFs and HMs, we constructed individual pre-
dictive models for thousands of ontology-classified bio-
logical processes. Insight can be gained into the nature
of this redundancy by investigating its distribution
across the smaller groups of genes contributing to each
process.
The mESC and GM12878 genes were grouped by
ontology-classified biological process. Two regression
models were constructed for each set of genes: one con-
sidering only TF-binding data and the other considering
only HM and DNase data. The ratio of adjusted R2 val-
ues for the TF and HM+DNase models was calculated to
capture their relative performance.
Of the 1,880 mESC processes considered, 25 were found
to exhibit a significant TF-to-HM+DNase adjusted R2
ratio (i.e., demonstrating that TF binding is more pre-
dictive of mESC mRNA transcript abundance than HMs
and DNase for the markers considered in this study,
Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected P < 0.05 [43]). A full list
of these processes and their respective ratios is provided
in Additional file 3: Table S1. Furthermore, 523 processes
were found to exhibit a significant HM+DNase-to-TF
adjusted R2 ratio (i.e., demonstrating that HMs andDNase
are more predictive of mRNA transcript abundance than
TF binding). These processes and their respective ratios
are listed in Additional file 4: Table S2. The specific TF and
HM+DNase adjusted R2 values used to calculate the ratios
for each of the 1,880 processes are provided in Additional
file 5: Table S3.
The distributions of adjusted R2 values for models con-
structed from mESC TF and HM+DNase data (visualised
in Figure 2) demonstrate that their relative predictive
power is heterogeneous across different biological pro-
cesses. A similar distribution of adjusted R2 values is
evident for GM12878 data (not shown), although statis-
tically significant outliers were not confidently identified
due to an overall lower prediction accuracy of GM12878
models (described earlier). It is important to note that this
lack of outliers does not adversely affect subsequent analy-
sis, which focuses on statistically significant trends across
high- and low-scoring biological processes rather than the
individual processes themselves.
Our results suggest that the genome-wide redundancy
reported in previous studies [15,16] is not indicative of

























Figure 2 Predictive power of TF binding and HM+DNase-based
models. These models are of mRNA transcript abundance for 1,880
sets of mESC genes grouped by ontology-classified biological
processes. Sets of genes exhibiting significant HM+DNase-to-TF
adjusted R2 ratio (i.e., for which HMs are more predictive of transcript
abundance) are indicated in red, with those exhibiting a significant
TF-to-HM+DNase adjusted R2 ratio (i.e., for which TF binding is more
predictive) are indicated in blue. The overlap between the significant
(Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected P < 0.05 [43]) and non-significant
(grey) regions is due to the ratio significance threshold varying with
the number of genes belonging to each group. HM, histone
modification; TF, transcription factor; TFAS, transcription factor
association strength.
functional redundancy, but rather arises from averaging
over heterogeneous groups of genes subject to differ-
ent regulatory logic. Moreover, the observation that HM
and DNase data were significantly more accurate in pre-
dicting the mRNA transcript abundance of mESC genes
contributing to 28% of biological processes, suggests the
existence of a small number of genes for which TF binding
is considerably more informative. If under-represented in
the processes examined, these genes would introduce neg-
ative bias into the null distribution (and therefore increase
the number of statistically significant outliers) when ran-
domly sampled during bootstrapped significance testing.
This is also consistent with the order-of-magnitude fewer
processes (1.3%) for which contributing mRNA transcript
abundance was more accurately predicted by TF-binding
data.
Redundancy in transcriptional regulation is dependent
upon enrichment for housekeeping genes
The set of genes for which TF binding is considerably
more predictive of gene expression than HM and DNase
data was comparatively small (Figure 2). Inspecting the
biological processes with high TF-to-HM+DNase and
HM+DNase-to-TF adjusted R2 ratios for their constituent
genes, it is apparent that the former are enriched for
housekeeping tasks (e.g., ncRNA processing and RNA
splicing) and the latter for tissue and context-specific
processes (e.g., signal transduction and regulation of cell
differentiation). To investigate whether these two groups
of genes can be characterised accordingly, the top 100
processes from each list were tested for enrichment of
housekeeping genes.
Figure 3 presents the housekeeping-gene enrichment of
biological processes with the top 100 TF-to-HM+DNase
and HM+DNase-to-TF adjusted R2 ratios for both (a)
mESCs and (b) GM12878 cells. In both cases, the pro-
portion of housekeeping genes contributing to biological
processes is significantly larger for the top 100 TF-to-
HM+DNase group (Welch’s t-test (a) P < 2.2× 10−16 and
(b) P < 2.6 × 10−6 [44]). These results suggest TF bind-
ing provides more information regarding the transcrip-
tional regulatory state of mammalian biological processes
enriched for housekeeping genes.
Our findings can be explained by considering the
spatial chromatin structure, as housekeeping genes are
known to maintain constant ubiquitous expression by
co-location in regions of actively transcribed open chro-
matin (e.g., at the boundaries of euchromatin and hete-
rochromatin, topologically associating domains and larger
A and B compartments [6,45,46]). These regions are
maintained primarily by the activity of boundary pro-
teins (e.g., CTCF [47]) rather than histone acetylation
and methyl-recognising co-factors [48]. They are also
significantly depleted for histone H1 (responsible for
solenoidal chromatin packing [49]) and exhibit overall
nucleosomal sparsity to provide unrestricted TF acces-
sibility [50]. As HM ChIP-seq data was not normalised
to nucleosome density (not assayed), this combination of
nucleosome sparsity and TF-modulated chromatin struc-
ture presumably explains why HMs provide compara-
tively little information regarding the regulatory state of
housekeeping genes. As TF–DNA complexes in open
regions are capable of remaining stable throughout multi-
ple rounds of transcription [51,52], it is also unsurprising
that a snapshot of local TF binding would provide more
information regarding housekeeping mRNA transcript
abundance than in the case of dynamically modulated
chromatin.
Conclusions
Predictive modelling frameworks (recently reviewed
in [14]) have the potential to fill an important gap
between thermodynamically driven models of individual
transcription regulatory events [53,54] and association-
driven network models of indirect gene regulation (e.g.,













































Figure 3 Proportion of housekeeping genes contributing toward key biological processes. These processes have the top 100
TF-to-HM+DNase (TF) and HM+DNase-to-TF (HM+DNase) adjusted R2 ratios for (a)mESCs and (b) GM12878 cells. The proportion of housekeeping
genes is significantly larger for the TF group in both cases (Welch’s t-test (a) P < 2.2 × 10−16 and (b) P < 2.6 × 10−6). This suggests that TF binding
provides more information regarding the transcriptional regulatory state of mammalian biological processes enriched for housekeeping genes and
conversely that HMs and DNase provide more information for tissue and context-sensitive processes. HM, histone modification; TF, transcription
factor; TFAS, transcription factor association strength.
those represented in the DREAM challenges [55]). Rather
than modelling the regulation of specific genes, they can
lead to more general conclusions regarding the roles and
interactions of TFs, HMs and other key regulators of
gene expression. Furthermore, they avoid the common
issue of an underdetermined system by treating individual
genes as observations of transcriptional regulatory logic
in action, rather than variables in an association-driven
analysis [56].
Recent predictive modelling studies have identified sta-
tistical redundancy between the regulatory roles of TFs
and HMs [15,16]. These findings outwardly contradict
our understanding of transcriptional regulation, in which
TFs and HMs play complementary yet distinct roles in
RNAP-II recruitment and elongation. Moreover, there
have previously been minimal attempts to resolve this
contradiction (or even to distinguish between statisti-
cal and functional redundancy), potentially leading read-
ers to perceive this modelling framework as one prone
to capturing invalid biology. For the above reasons and
to enhance our understanding of transcriptional regu-
latory logic, we believe that it is important to iden-
tify the underlying cause of this recurring statistical
redundancy.
In this study, we validated the robustness of previ-
ous findings across multiple mammalian cell types and
using different modelling algorithms.We extend this anal-
ysis by constructing individual models for thousands of
ontology-classified biological processes, identifying sig-
nificant variation in the relative predictive power of
TFs and HMs across processes (i.e., the redundancy
observed at the genome-wide level breaks down at
this resolution). Importantly, this resolves the paradox
between the distinct regulatory roles of TFs and HMs
and the statistical redundancy within and between these
elements.
Our investigation has highlighted several examples of
simple predictive models yielding complex results that
are consistent with our current understanding of funda-
mental molecular biology. With the hindsight provided
by recent surveys of spatial genomic domains based on
chromatin conformation capture [6], we can identify the
signature of housekeeping genes localised to nucleosome-
sparse domain boundaries by our inability to predict their
expression using HM ChIP-seq data. Similarly, the sta-
tistical redundancy between TFs corresponds with the
recently established notion of a transcription factor hier-
archy, whereby the binding of a pioneer TF initiates a
sequence of cooperative binding events that results in
chromatin remodelling and/or RNAP-II recruitment [57].
The well-characterised crosstalk between TFs and HMs
in regulating transcriptional initiation and elongation is
also reflected in the statistical redundancy between TFs
and HMs, and importantly our results have demonstrated
that such correlation is unlikely to imply functionally
redundant regulatory roles. These outcomes highlight the
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potential of predictive modelling as a powerful explorative
framework for integrating heterogeneous genome-wide
datasets to elucidate novel biology, and we encourage
other researchers to incorporate such models in their own
analysis pipelines.
Methods
Data availability and implementation
AllHomo sapiens (GM12878 lymphoblastoid cell line) and
Mus musculus (embryonic stem cell) data used in this
study are detailed in Tables 2 and 3. All data and scripts
are available online [58].
Calculation of transcription factor–gene association
strength
For each gene i and TF j, ChIP-seq binding data for j was
integrated to calculate a transcription factor association





− dkd0 , (1)
where gk is the height (mapped tags) of the kth TF-binding
peak, dk is the distance (in base pairs) separating the kth
peak from the TSS of gene i, and d0 is the empirical
decay rate derived from the approximate average widths of
ChIP-seq peaks (d0 = 5, 000 for all TFs except E2f1 (d0 =
500) [14]). Binding sites further than 30,000 bp from the
TSS were not considered as their weighted contribution is
negligible. The TFAS matrix A was log-transformed and
quantile-normalised [63].
Table 3 Homo sapiens (GM12878 lymphoblastoid cell line)
data
Data type Data source Notes




Consider only most 5′-located TSS
for each gene
TF ChIP-seq ENCODE [59] c-Fos, Ctcf, Egr1, Nrf1, Nrsf, Pou2f2,
Sp1, Srf, Stat3, Usf1 and Yy1
HM ChIP-seq ENCODE [59] H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3,
H4K20me1, H3K27me3 and
H3K36me3
DNase-seq ENCODE [59] DNase I hypersensitivity
Gene
ontology
[33,34] GOC validation date: 21 March 2014




Using RNA-seq data GSE30611
Genes corresponding with haplotype variants, unmapped contig regions and
low confidence RNA-seq mappings were removed, resulting in a set of 38,041
genes for analysis.
ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipitation; GOC, Gene Ontology Consortium; HM,
histone modification; seq, sequencing; TF, transcription factor; TSS, transcription
start site.
An alternative formulation of the TFAS involves sim-
ply summing the number of mapped ChIP-seq tags either
side of the TSS [16,17] (e.g., −4 to approximately 4 kbp).
The exponentially decaying formulation was chosen as it
corresponds with the observed sharpness of ChIP-seq TF-
binding peaks about the TSS and yields more accurate
predictions of mRNA transcript abundance [16].
Calculation of histone and DNase scores
For each pair of gene i and HM j, the number of mapped
ChIP-seq tags for j was summed within a region 2,000






where gk is the number of ChIP/DNase-seq reads for j
mapped to position k relative to the TSS of i. A region
2,000 bp either side of the TSS was chosen for consistency
with previous studies [15-17,19]. An equivalent method
was applied to DNase-seq tags to produce a DNase score.
The concatenated histone and DNase score matrix B was
log-transformed and quantile-normalised as per the TFAS
matrixA [63]. Unlike TFs, HMs do not exhibit sharp, well-
defined ChIP-seq peaks about the TSS. This prevents the
formulation of histone and DNase scores equivalent to
Equation 1 [16].
Regression models for predicting mRNA transcript
abundance
Predictive models of mRNA transcript abundance were
constructed using two regression techniques: log-linear
regression and SVR [64], as illustrated in Figure 4(a).
Both techniques have been previously applied to mod-
elling transcript abundance as a function of transcrip-
tional regulatory elements and demonstrated to yield
comparable predictive performance [15-19]. However,
as log-linear regression and nonlinear SVR have previ-
ously been applied either to independent datasets or with
different TFAS/histone score formulations, it remains
unclear which is more appropriate for transcript abun-
dance modelling.
Log-linear regression
The log-linear regression model describing mRNA tran-
script abundance as a function of TF binding, HMs and
DNase was formulated as:
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Construct regression models for each set of genes subdivided by biological process
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group of genes









Figure 4 Flowchart illustrating the experimental pipeline presented in this study. ChIP/DNase-seq data were used to construct regression
models of mRNA transcript abundance for a set of genes. The prediction accuracy of each model was evaluated relative to RNA-sequencing data. By
constructing groups of genes categorised by biological process and applying the above methodology, it was possible to identify heterogeneity in
the relative predictive power of TFs and HMs. These groups were later analysed for enrichment for housekeeping genes.
where yi is the mRNA transcript abundance of gene i,
μ is the basal transcript abundance and εi is the gene-
specific error term [14,15,18]. For a gene i and TF j, aij is
the TFAS defined in Equation 1 and βj is the fitted coef-
ficient. Similarly, bik is the histone (or DNase) score for a
gene i and HM (or DNase) k defined in Equation 2 and
γk is the fitted coefficient. The constant σ is fitted from
a 20% held-aside dataset to avoid evaluation of log(0). A
model considering only the TFAS or HM+DNase score
data can be constructed by excluding the HM+DNase
or TF-binding components from Equation 3, respectively.
The linear regression implementation from the stats R
package was used.
Support vector regression
The SVR model describing mRNA transcript abundance
of a gene i, yi, as a nonlinear function of a TFAS and/or
HM+DNase score matrix, X, can be formulated as:
yi = μ +
∑
i
αiK(Xi,X) + εi, (4)
where K(·) is the kernel function and α represents the dif-
ference between the Lagrange multipliers fitted using a
constrained quadratic optimisation process (described in
Additional file 6). The -SVRwith radial basis kernel func-
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tion implementation from the e1071 R package was used
with default parameters.
Identifying heterogeneity in predictive power
Previous models of mRNA transcript abundance have
focused on modelling mRNA transcript abundance
genome-wide [15-19]. To investigate whether the rela-
tive performance of TF-binding and HM+DNase-based
models varies across smaller sets of process-related genes,
the Gene Ontology biological process annotations for the
available set of 17,517 mESC and 38,041 GM12878 genes
were considered [34]. For each process, a set containing
all genes annotated with that term or any descendant term
was constructed. Sets containing fewer than 50 or greater
than 10,000 genes were discarded, yielding 1,880 and
1,965 sets of genes (for mESC and GM12878 respectively)
for analysis.
Two regression models were constructed for each set
of genes: one considering only TF-binding data and the
other considering only HM and DNase data. The perfor-
mance of the fitted models was evaluated as an adjusted
R2 score, which captures the proportion of variation in
measured mRNA transcript abundance for those genes
explained by the model. Unlike the R2 score (i.e., the
coefficient of determination, equivalent to the square of
the Pearson correlation coefficient and previously used to
evaluate models of mRNA transcript abundance [16,17]),
the adjusted R2 prevents spurious inflation due to the
introduction of additional explanatory variables [65]. The
ratio of adjusted R2 values for the TF and HM+DNase
models was calculated to capture their relative
performance.
A bootstrapped non-parametric test was conducted to
identify sets of genes exhibiting a significant adjusted
R2 ratio, as illustrated in Figure 4(b). Specifically, for
each biological process annotating n genes, 5,000 sets
of n genes were randomly sampled from the available
17,517/38,041 (mESC/GM12878) to generate a corre-
sponding distribution of adjusted R2 ratios under the
null hypothesis. From this distribution, a non-parametric
P value was calculated using an empirical cumula-
tive distribution function approximation [66]. Statisti-
cally significant P values were identified by applying a
Benjamini–Hochberg correction with a false discovery
rate of 0.05 [43].
Identifying enrichment of housekeeping genes
If the gene-specific residual, εˆi, for a gene, i, is sufficiently
large, it follows that the relationship betweenmRNA tran-
script abundance and the transcriptional regulatory ele-
ments described by the corresponding regression model
does not hold for i. These poorly fitted genes were
removed to identify enrichment of housekeeping anno-
tation amongst sets of genes sharing common regulatory
profiles. For each of the biological processes subsequently
found to exhibit a statistically significant adjusted R2
ratio for the TF and HM+DNase models, genes exhibit-
ing a studentised residual magnitude |εˆi| > 1 were there-
fore discarded [67]. The remaining genes were tested
for significant enrichment of housekeeping annotation
using the bootstrapped non-parametric test methodology
described above.
Additional files
Additional file 1: Figure S1. Relationship between actual genome-wide
mESC mRNA transcript abundance (RPKM-normalised RNA-sequencing)
versus transcript abundance predicted from ChIP-seq (TF binding and HM)
and DNase data. Two regression algorithms were considered: log-linear
regression, for (a) TF, (b) HM+DNase and (c) TF+HM+DNase; and support
vector regression, for (d) TF, (e) HM+DNase and (f) TF+HM+DNase.
ChIP-seq, chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing; HM, histone
modification; mESC, mouse embryonic stem cell; TF, transcription factor.
Additional file 2: Figure S2. Relationship between actual genome-wide
GM12878 mRNA transcript abundance (FPKM-normalised
RNA-sequencing) versus transcript abundance predicted from ChIP-seq
(TF binding and HM) and DNase data. Two regression algorithms were
considered: log-linear regression, for (a) TF, (b) HM+DNase and (c)
TF+HM+DNase; and support vector regression, for (d) TF, (e) HM+DNase
and (f) TF+HM+DNase. ChIP-seq, chromatin immunoprecipitation
sequencing; HM, histone modification; TF, transcription factor.
Additional file 3: Table S1. List of 25 mESC biological processes found to
exhibit a statistically significant TF-to-HM+DNase adjusted R2 ratio
(demonstrating that TF binding is more predictive of mESC mRNA
transcript abundance than HMs and DNase for the markers considered in
this study, Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected P < 0.05 [43]).
Additional file 4: Table S2. List of 523 mESC biological processes found
to exhibit a statistically significant HM+DNase-to-TF adjusted R2 ratio (i.e.,
demonstrating that HMs and DNase are more predictive of mESC mRNA
transcript abundance than TF binding for the markers considered in this
study, Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected P < 0.05 [43]).
Additional file 5: Table S3. TF and HM+DNase model performance for
each of the 1,880 mESC biological processes considered.
Additional file 6: The -support vector regression model describing
mRNA transcript abundance as a nonlinear function of a TFAS or
HM+DNase score matrix.
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